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Express Freeze
Green Ion Door Cooling /
Ice Beam Door Cooling(Optional)

Lamp Replacement

Inverter On feature(Optional)
Smart Diagnosis(Optional)
Hygiene Fresh(Optional)
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WARNING
Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in
the built-in-structure, clear of obstruction.
Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate
the defrosting process, other than those recommended by the
manufacturer.
Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage
compartment, unless they are recommended by the
manufacturer.
The refrigerant and insulation blowing gas used in the
appliance requires special disposal procedures. When
disposal, please consult with services agent or a similarly
qualified person.

If gas used is R600a
This appliance contains a small amount of isobutane refrigerant
(R600a), natural gas with high environmental compatibility, but it is
also combustible. When transporting and installing the appliance,
care should be taken to ensure that no parts of the refrigerating
circuit are damaged. Refrigerant squirting out of the pipes could
ignite or cause an eye injury. If a leak is detected, avoid any naked
flames or potential sources of ignition and air the room in which the
appliance is standing for several minutes.
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Never startup an appliance showing any signs of damage. If in
doubt, consult your dealer.

All electrical and electronic products should be disposed of separately from the
municipal waste stream via designated collection facilities appointed by the government
or the local authorities.
The correct disposal of your old appliance will help prevent potential negative consensus for the
environment and human health.
For more detailed information about the disposal of your old appliances, please contact your city
office, waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the product.
(*NOTE - 1,2,3 are applicable for Jordan Regulations and other countries as per applicability)
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Do not use or store
inflammable materials like
ether, benzene, alcohol,
medicine, LP gas, spray or
cosmetics
near or in the
refrigerator.
It may cause
explosion or fire.
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Install in places away from the fire
such as the place
where flammable
gas is leaked.
It may cause fire.
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like gasket
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Completely empty inside before taking
out the container from the door.
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Inverter-On feature (Optional)
Minimum requirement: UPS/ Inverter
should be in ON condition having
minimum 600VA capacity along with
minimum 120Ah capacity battery
connected with the refrigerator’s power
supply socket.
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Green Ion Door
Cooling / Ice Beam
Door Cooling
(Optional)
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(Factory Recommended Location)

GL-*5**/
GL-*6**

GL-*4**
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‘3’ or ‘4’.
‘3’ or ‘5’.

When the freezer compartment is not cold enough in winter, adjust the control for the freezer to
High (4~7 / 8 / ● / ● ● ).
For achieving temperature in Freezing, Energy and Storage Test, Freezer control may be required
to set at “●” or “●●”

5
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8

6

5

*Refer Freezer control label inside freezer compartment
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CONTROLS FOR REFRIGERATOR COMPARTMENT

Display ‘A’

Display ‘B’

Press ‘FRIDGE’ button to control refrigerator temperature.
Press ‘Hygiene Fresh’ button to operate hygiene fresh motor (optional).
0
Display ‘A’
by
Power mode ON
Display ‘B’
- Press (c) button, refrigerator temperature will be down by 1 C.
- Press (d) button, refrigerator temperature will be up by 1 C.
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OFF.

EXPRESS FREEZE
When the refrigerator is first turned ON the EXPRESS
FREEZE feature can be turn ON. The compressor and
circulating fan operate at maximum cooling capacity
to quickly lower the refrigerator temperature.
It shuts off automatically.

Display ‘A’

Display ‘B’
If warm food is placed into the refrigerator, EXPRESS FREEZE can be started with the button on the control
panel. EXPRESS FREEZE will shut off when the temperature reaches the proper level or it can be
shut off manually by pressing the EXPRESS FREEZE button.

Display ‘A’

Display ‘B’
Note: This feature will be unlocked by itself,
if the refrigerator is switched off.

GREEN ION DOOR COOLING /
ICE BEAM DOOR COOLING (OPTIONAL)

ICE MAKING (OPTIONAL)
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LAMP REPLACEMENT
NOTE : This product applies LED Lamp which cannot be replaced
by the user. Please contact authorized service centre for
the lamp replacement.
INVERTER-ON FEATURE (Optional)
1. While using this feature, the refrigerator will work on basic requirement as required by the product.
2. The results of the Inverter-On feature may vary depending on the number of appliances that are
running on inverter.
3. For optimum running of refrigerator during Inverter-On mode, it is recommended to switch off the
other appliances which are not in use.
4. It is recommended to confirm the quality of food items before consumption.
5. Ice cream etc. may get soften during the use of this feature, if situation arises so, it is
recommended to change the setting as per one’s choice.
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(OPTIONAL)
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SMART DIAGNOSIS (Only for Selected External Micom Models)
Smart diagnosis function is...
Use this function when calling the Customer Call Centre and receive precise diagnosis when the
Refrigerator malfunctions or fails. Use it only when advised by the consultant and not otherwise.

How to use the function
3. Open all refrigerator compartment and
freezer compartment doors, and place the
telephone near the speaker hole at the top
right side.
Check if the speaking side(microphone) of the
telephone is toward the speaker hole.

1. Close all refrigerator doors, and press and
hold display lock button to make it locked
state.
If the display is already in locked state, press and
hold lock button to reset the lock and press and
hold the lock button again to make it locked
state.

4. Do not take away the telephone while data
is being transmitted.
During the data transmission for smart
diagnosis, wait with the telephone placed near
the speaker hole at the top right side. The
remaining time for data transmission is
displayed on the display screen.

CAUTION
If it passes 5 minutes in locked state, smart
diagnosis function will not be activated, so be
careful.

2. Press and hold fridge temperature button
for 3 seconds or longer. (All display screens
will be turned off, and in a while, 3 will be
displayed on the fridge temperature display
part.)

CAUTION
The transmission sound may be irritating.
Do not take away the telephone until the sound
stops for good diagnosis.
5. After the completion of the data
transmission, listen to the explanation of the
consultant about the result of the smart
diagnosis.
When the data transmission is completed, along
with the display of the data transmission
completion, the refrigerator will be automatically
turned off and on a few seconds later. Listen to
the explanation of the consultant about the result
of the analyzed diagnosis and follow the
instructions.

< Model with Hygiene Fresh Filter >

< Model without Hygiene Fresh> Filter >

Be aware!
Difference of the regional call qualities may have influence on the function.
If you use home phone, better communication performance will enable much better service.
Smart diagnosis data transmission may not be fluent due to call quality problem, and in such
case, smart diagnosis service may be difficult.
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SMART DIAGNOSIS (Only for Selected Internal Micom Models)
Smart diagnosis function is...
Use this function when calling the Customer Call Centre and receive precise diagnosis when the
Refrigerator malfunctions or fails. Use it only when advised by the consultant and not otherwise.

How to use the function
First, call LG service center. Only use the Smart Diagnosis feature when instructed to do so by the LG
call center agent.
1. Open all the doors of the refrigerator.

5. Do not take away the telephone while data
is being transmitted.

2. Press the refrigerator control (REF TEMP)
button for 3 sec or more.

CAUTION
The transmission sound may be irritating.
Do not take away the telephone until the sound
stops for good diagnosis.
6. During the data transmission for smart
diagnosis, hold the telephone 10cm away
from the speaker hole and avoid any
background noises. After inputting SDS,
SDS buzzer will ring. After completion of the
data transmission, the consultant will
explain the result of the smart diagnosis and
advice accordingly. When the data
transmission is completed, the refrigerator
will be automatically turned off and on a few
seconds later.

3. If the buzzer sounds 4 times (Frequency of
SDS Buzzer is 2000Hz, 0.2sec Off/ 0.2sec On
4 times) place the phone near the speaker
hole in the top right hand side door hinge.

4. Ensure the microphone of the telephone is
towards the speaker hole.

Be aware!
Difference of the regional call qualities may have influence on the function.
If you use home phone, better communication performance will enable much better service.
Smart diagnosis data transmission may not be successful if the call is made from a mobile phone
with poor network reception.
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OPERATIONS
HYGIENE FRESH (OPTIONAL)

CAUTION
Before installing or using the product, make sure to read the owner's manual carefully to
use the product accurately as intended. This HYGIENE FRESH filter has the
antibacterial function of removing the virus or bacteria inside the refrigerator and the
deodorizer function to remove the scent.

The function has tested and has been certificated by authorized institutions Intertek

Switch over to use mode
Switch over to use mode.
button on the display panel on the
• To use the HYGIENE FRESH filter, press the
front side of the door and switch over to the AUTO or POWER mode.
(Whenever you press the button, the HYGIENE FRESH filter will be switched to
POWER
OFF.)
OFF
AUTO

OFF

AUTO

POWER

OFF

CAUTION
When the user switches to AUTO or POWER mode, the LED around the filter is also
turned on. Open the door to check whether the LED around the filter is also turned on.
Do not put in your finger or alien particles inside the fan. It can be caused of an injury or
malfunction.

CAUTION
• Do not wash the HYGIENE FRESH filter by using water because It can be caused of malfunction.
• This filter may not be effective for all types of bacteria and virus.
• This is effective to remove the bacteria which is not on the food in the refrigerator.
You can purchase the HYGIENE FRESH filter at the nearest distributor or the service center.
LED PATTEN DURING INVERTER-ON MODE (OPTIONAL)
During the use of this feature, you will find this pattern of LED running. It is a symbol that the
product is running at basic energy requirement. One can press the button “REF TEMP” to
change the LED setting during power cuts, if needed. The LED will then show the setting as
desired. When the mode is changed from Normal supply to Inverter mode & vice versa, the
LED pattern will take some time to display the change.
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SUPPLY CORD
REPLACEMENT
If the supply cord is damaged, it
must be replaced by the
manufacturer or its service agent
or a similarly qualified person in
order to avoid a hazard.

Disposal of the old appliance
This appliance contains fluid (refrigerant, lubricant) and is made of
parts and materials which are reusable and/or recyclable.
All the important materials should be sent to the collection center of
waste material and can be reused after rework (recycling). For take
back, please contact with the local agency.
“(For CENELEC countries) This appliance can be used by children
aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge
if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of
the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.
Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user
maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.”
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* CENELEC countries: AT, BE, BG, HR, CY, CZ, DK, EE, FI, MK, FR,
DE, GR, HU, IS, IE, IT, LV, LT, LU, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SK, SI,
ES, SE, CH, TR, GB
“This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or
lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with
the appliance.”
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